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Abstract
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS) Service Center Operations Directorate
(SCOPS) operates the Validation Instrument for Business Enterprises (VIBE) system. VIBE is
used to (1) validate the business operations and financial viability of organizations seeking to
employ foreign workers; and (2) identify benefit fraud based on internal and other government
agencies’ referrals. USCIS is updating this Privacy Impact Assessment (PIA) to discuss the sharing
of data with the Department of Homeland Security’s Office of Citizenship and Immigration
Services Ombudsman (CISOMB) and the Department of Labor (DOL).

Overview
USCIS oversees the immigration process and is responsible for the adjudication of
employment-based benefit request forms every year. In addition to the employment-based benefit
request form, the employer submits voluminous amounts of evidence to show its entity meets
specific eligibility requirements. Often, employing entities are required to submit completed filings
along with additional background documentation to establish benefit eligibility. As part of the
adjudication process, Immigration Services Officers (ISO) substantiate the submitted information
and conduct security screening checks. ISOs refer cases suspected of possible immigration benefit
fraud to FDNS Immigration Officers (FDNS IO) at the Center Fraud Detection Operations (CFDO)
to initiate an administrative inquiry.
The USCIS Service Center Operations (SCOPS) operates VIBE to assist USCIS ISOs in
the identification of valid employers while simultaneously identifying ineligible employers and
potentially fraudulent filings. Before deploying VIBE, ISOs manually reviewed evidence without
a standardized means of validating the information. This process made it difficult to verify the
viability of the employer and made it harder to identify ineligible or potentially fraudulent benefit
request forms or applications. VIBE consolidates and displays information from Computer Linked
Application Information Management System (CLAIMS 3)1 data, an independent information
provider (IIP), currently Dun and Bradstreet (D&B),2 and VIBE-generated information based on
USCIS developed algorithms through the VIBE Status Report. This data helps identify eligible
employers, as well as ineligible employers and potentially fraudulent filings. VIBE promotes

1

CLAIMS 3 is an electronic case management application that tracks and manages the adjudication process for most
domestically-filed, paper-based, immigration benefit filings with the exception of naturalization, intercountry
adoption, and certain requests for asylum and refugee status. For more information, see DHS/USCIS/PIA-016(a)
Computer Linked Application Information Management System (CLAIMS 3) and Associated Systems, available at
www.dhs.gov/privacy.
2 Dun & Bradstreet, Inc. is a company that provides commercial data, analytics and insights for businesses.
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immigration integrity by enhancing USCIS’ ability to distinguish eligible employers from those
that are ineligible.

Reason for the PIA Update
USCIS is updating the VIBE PIA to discuss the privacy risks and mitigations with regards
to the exchange of information with CISOMB and DOL. USCIS systematically shares information
with the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) Office of the Citizenship and Immigration
Services Ombudsman (CISOMB) and the Department of Labor (DOL) to enhance the immigration
adjudication process.
Information Sharing with CISOMB
DHS CISOMB is dedicated to improving the quality of citizenship and immigration
services delivered to the public by providing individual case assistance and recommendations for
improvement to USCIS. CISOMB provides an impartial and independent perspective to USCIS in
an attempt to resolve pending cases with problems. CISOMB does not have the authority to make
or change USCIS decisions.
Individuals who applied for immigration or non-immigration benefits may seek case
assistance from CISOMB on applications or petitions pending with USCIS. CISOMB provides
case assistance to address procedural3 and substantive matters.4 CISOMB is responsible for
reviewing all incoming case assistance requests by examining facts, reviewing relevant data
systems, and analyzing applicable laws, regulations, policies, and procedures. After assessing each
case in this manner, CISOMB may contact USCIS service centers, field offices, and other facilities
to request that USCIS engage in remedial actions. If CISOMB is unable to assist, it will inform
the individual that the matter is outside the scope of CISOMB’s authority or otherwise does not
merit further action.
USCIS and CISOMB entered into an information sharing agreement 5 for USCIS to share
USCIS system data with CISOMB in support of its mission.6 USCIS provides CISOMB read-only
access to certain information within the VIBE Status Report, which is a consolidation of CLAIMS

3

Examples of procedural matters include typographic errors in immigration documents, cases that are 60 days past
normal processing times, USCIS’ failure to schedule biometric appointments, interviews, naturalization oath
ceremonies, or other appointments, change of address and mailing issues, refunds in cases of clear USCIS error, and
lost files and/or file transfer problems.
4
Examples of substantive matters include applications and petitions that were improperly rejected by USCIS, and
systemic issues that should be subjected to higher level review (e.g., the exercise of discretion, the misapplication of
evidentiary standards, USCIS employees failing to comply with its policies).
5
Available at https://www.uscis.gov/sites/default/files/USCIS/About%20Us/Electronic%20Reading%20Room/
signedmou2-23-12.pdf
6
Please see the forthcoming CISOMB Information Sharing PIA, more details available at www.dhs.gov/privacy.
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3 data, IIP data, as well as the VIBE Score to support CISOMB with case assistance matters.7
CISOMB users do not have access to the VIBE algorithmic, adjudication-related, or fraudsensitive information within VIBE.
CISOMB uses the information from VIBE to determine whether to proceed with the case
assistance request from the individual. This information allows CISOMB to assess whether to
make an inquiry with USCIS and to which office to direct an inquiry. CISOMB formulates
recommendations to USCIS—both formally and informally—to resolve those problems, and
reports to Congress areas where the agency may need to improve.
Information Sharing with the DOL
Under the Immigration and Nationality Act (INA), U.S. employers may request that certain
foreign nationals come to work for their companies on a temporary or permanent basis. U.S.
employers seeking certain types of temporary8 or permanent9 workers must file for a labor
certification with DOL. In those cases, the employer must demonstrate there are insufficient U.S.
workers who are able, willing, available, and qualified to work in the position for which the foreign
national is seeking. U.S. employers must also attest that hiring the foreign national will not displace
or adversely affect the wages or working conditions of U.S. workers.
U.S. employers electronically file the relevant application (e.g., DOL Employment &
Training Administration (ETA) Forms 9142A and B, Form 9089, and Form 9035) with DOL. U.S.
employers filing for nonimmigrants (temporary workers) use DOL’s iCERT system, while DOL’s
Permanent Case Management System (PERM) system is used for immigrants (permanent
workers).10 If DOL approves the employer’s application, the next step is for the U.S. employer to
file an employment-based petition with USCIS. For nonimmigrant workers, employers file Form
I-129 to request a specific non-immigrant visa classification for the worker. Immigrant visa
petitions are filed on Form I-140. If USCIS approves an employment-based non-immigrant visa
petition, the foreign national can obtain a visa from a U.S. consulate or embassy abroad or change
or continue his or her non-immigrant status if already in the United States. An approved immigrant
visa petition allows the prospective employee obtain lawful permanent resident status by obtaining
an immigrant visa at a U.S. consulate or embassy abroad, or adjusting status in the United States.
DHS USCIS and DOL entered into a Memorandum of Agreement regarding employmentbased petition, labor certification, and labor condition application data in support of their

7

The VIBE Scoring Result is a risk-based score that notifies the ISO of any potentially problematic areas in the
employment-based benefit request form. The VIBE Scoring Result may also be affected if employing information or
the employing entity is on a known fraud list. VIBE creates the VIBE Scoring Result by using a series of specially
designed algorithms and comparing commonalities and differences between USCIS and D&B data.
8
Examples include H-2A nonimmigrant agricultural workers or H-2B seasonal workers.
9
Examples include EB-2 aliens with exceptional ability or EB-3 skilled workers.
10
See DOL Employment and Training Administration (ETA) Foreign Labor Certification (FLC) System Privacy
Impact Assessment, available at https://www.dol.gov/oasam/ocio/programs/pia/mainpia.htm.
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respective missions, effective January 12, 2017.11 Both USCIS and DOL information is accessible
through VIBE. USCIS provides DOL employees with read-only access to VIBE. In return, DOL
shares information with USCIS through a one-way interconnection with VIBE and DOL’s Data as
a Service (DaaS). DaaS provides USCIS a gateway to retrieve and view the DOL labor certification
data electronically from iCERT and PERM. The DOL DaaS serves as a data repository for both
the DOL iCERT Visa Portal System and PERM system. This system interconnection offers a realtime, one-way transaction between DOL DaaS and USCIS VIBE. The DaaS data repository in
VIBE is refreshed on a daily basis.
Through the USCIS VIBE and DOL DaaS interconnection, USCIS employees have realtime access to labor certification data electronically, rather than depending on the accuracy of
paper-based labor certifications, while adjudicating employment-based benefit request forms.
Through VIBE, USCIS employees are able to query DaaS by entering the DOL ETA case number,
employer’s business name, or Federal Employer Identification Number (FEIN) to retrieve the
corresponding DOL labor certification data. The DOL ETA case number is a unique identifier to
locate each ETA record in the DOL iCERT and PERM systems. VIBE compares the ETA case
number entered in CLAIMS 3 against the ETA case number in DaaS for each receipt number that
requires labor certifications. If there is a match on the ETA case number, VIBE retrieves the
corresponding DOL data and displays a summary section in the VIBE Status Report. VIBE users
with appropriate user roles are able to click the hyperlinked ETA case number in the VIBE Status
Report and view the full version of corresponding DOL data.
VIBE offers two search options for USCIS employees to query DOL data: (1) manually
entering ETA case number, and (2) syncing the ETA case number with the USCIS receipt number
during the CLAIMS 3 data entry process to generate a VIBE Status Report. Once the search is
initiated, VIBE retrieves the information from DaaS and displays the DOL labor certification data
in a user interface. USCIS uses the information received by DOL to determine benefit eligibility,
which is consistent with USCIS’ authorities and mission. Receiving information electronically
from DOL also allows USCIS to verify the validity of approved labor certifications when
adjudicating employment-based benefit request forms. It will also assist USCIS in identifying
fraudulent labor certification for fraud detection purposes.
DOL employees also have real-time access to VIBE data. VIBE has created a DOL user
role to provide DOL users read-only access to VIBE data. DOL employees log into VIBE via their
Personal Identity Verification (PIV) credential and enter the ETA case number to search the
associated receipt number in VIBE. The retrieved receipt number generates a VIBE Status Report
for DOL users. The data displayed in the VIBE Status Report includes the employer information
from CLAIMS 3, IIP, VIBE Score result, Score card, and any previous filings.12 If the employer
11

Available at https://www.uscis.gov/sites/default/files/files/nativedocuments/EmploymentBased_Petition_Labor_Certification_and_Labor_Condition_Application_Data.pdf.
12
The VIBE score is a match confidence score, which is a measurement of the level of confidence in the match
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who applies for the ETA document has not yet filed an employment-based benefit request form
with USCIS, the DOL user is able to generate a VIBE Status Report based on the employer’s name
and address on the ETA document. The DOL user can also search the employer’s previous filings
by entering the employer’s business name and FEIN number in VIBE.
USCIS provides DOL users with direct, limited access to VIBE. The DOL user role has
the same (but limited) permission level as other external users, e.g., Department Of State users,
but with a manual search capability for accessing additional IIP data.13 DOL uses USCIS data to
assist in: reviews and adjudications of labor conditions and certification applications; program
integrity actions (such as business compliance with wage, working conditions, and recruitment
requirements, audit examinations, supervised recruitment, debarment, and invalidations); and
processing enforcement actions to ensure compliance with required wage payments, working
conditions, recruitment activities, and hiring practices.

Privacy Impact Analysis
In each of the below sections consider how the system has changed and what impact it has on the below fair
information principles. In some cases there may be no changes and indicate as such.

Authorities and Other Requirements
Section 103 of the INA provides the legal authority for VIBE.14 A Memorandum of
Agreement (MOA) between the DHS and DOL regarding employment-based benefit request form,
labor certification, and labor condition application data was signed on January 12, 2017.15
CISOMB and USCIS memorialized their information sharing efforts in a Memorandum of
Understanding (MOU) entitled “Memorandum of Understanding Between U.S. Citizenship and
Immigration Services and the Citizenship and Immigration Services Ombudsman” dated March
16, 2016.16
The following SORNs continue to cover the collection, maintenance, and use of VIBE:
•

DHS/USCIS/ICE/CBP-001 Alien File, Index, and National File Tracking System
of Records17 covers the employment-based benefit request form, supplemental
evidence, and decision notices;

between the information submitted by the petitioning entity to USCIS and the information received from the IIP.
The VIBE Scoring Result is a risk-based score that notifies USCIS of any potentially problematic areas in the
petition. The VIBE Score Card is a summary of the algorithm used in the process.
13
D&B allow DOL to access additional D&B data by conducting manual searches in VIBE.
14
8 U.S.C. § 1103.
15
Supra note 11.
16
Supra note 5.
17
DHS/USCIS/ICE/CBP-001 Alien File, Index, and National File Tracking System of Records, 82 FR 43556 (Sep.
18, 2017).
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•

DHS/USCIS-006 Fraud Detection and National Security Records18 covers the cases
referred to CFDO for administrative inquiry and identified as benefit fraud; and

•

DHS/USCIS-007 Benefits Information System19 covers the review of employmentbased benefit request forms.

VIBE is a service subsystem that falls under USCIS Enterprise Service Bus 2 (ESB 2)
accreditation boundary. USCIS completed the USCIS ESB 2 system security plan and is part of
the Ongoing Authorization program. Ongoing Authorization requires ESB-2 to be reviewed on a
monthly basis and maintain its security posture to maintain its Authority to Operate.
The VIBE data retention schedule (DAA-0566-2017-0029) is undergoing the NARA
clearance process. USCIS is proposing to destroy records 50 year(s) after an entity, practitioner,
or address from a known fraud list is placed into VIBE, or when no longer needed for business
reasons, whichever is longer.
VIBE is not subject to the Paperwork Reduction Act requirements because there are no
forms associated with this collection.

Characterization of the Information
CISOMB Collection of USCIS Information
CISOMB has read-only access to the VIBE Status Report. The following information is
displayed to CISOMB users:
Information that applies to employment-based form (CLAIMS 3)

18
19

•

Receipt number and date;

•

Employing entity’s name;

•

Physical address or mailing address;

•

Adjudicative status;

•

Visa type;

•

Record Time-stamp;

•

Any associated receipt number count for up to 3 years of previous filings;

•

Immigration practitioner’s address match indicator;

DHS/USCIS-006 - Fraud Detection and National Security Records (FDNS), 77 FR 47411 (Aug. 8, 2012).
DHS/USCIS-007 Benefit Information System, 81 FR 72069 (Oct. 19, 2016).
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Information that applies to employment-based form (IIP, currently D&B)
•

D-U-N-S® Number (company unique ID received from the IIP);

•

Global Ultimate D-U-N-S® Number;

•

Global Ultimate company name;

•

Global subsidiary (e.g., company hierarchy, parent organizations, subsidiary
organizations, and affiliate organizations);

•

Foreign relationships;

•

Legal Status (e.g., LLC, LLP, Partnership, Sole-Proprietorship, non-profit);

•

Trade styles, which are additional names used by a business for advertising or buying
purposes;

•

Location type (e.g., Branch Office, Subsidiary, Headquarters);

•

Type of business;

•

Total number of employees at a particular location;

•

Total number of employees by the employing organization worldwide;

•

Year established;

•

Import/Export business type;

•

Number of related entities;

•

Number of corroborating sources, which indicates the number of authenticating source
types that provide corroboration of a business’s identity and existence;

•

Tax exempt indicator;

•

Year the current owners took control of the organization;

•

Annual gross sales volume (modeled, actual, or estimated);

•

Payment history of the employing organization to include total payments and timeliness
of payments;

•

Company executive names and titles;

•

Business activity indicator, which is an indicator that measures the likelihood that the
company is no longer in business. This could be based on Uniform Commercial Code
(UCC) filings, lack of activity, etc.;

•

A financial risk indicator, which measures the likelihood that the company will cease
operations as a going concern within the next 12 months;
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Information that applies to employment-based forms (generated by VIBE)
•

Match confidence indicator, which indicates if the employing entity matches the entity
found in D&B’s records;

•

VIBE Scoring Result with a Score Run Date, which compares the employing entity
data against an algorithm.

DOL Collection of USCIS Information
DOL employees have a direct read-only access to VIBE data to view current and previously
filed employment-based benefit request form information, specifically Form I-129 and Form I140.20 The following information is displayed to DOL users:
Information that applies to employment-based form (CLAIMS 3)
•

Receipt number and date;

•

Employing entity’s name;

•

Physical address or mailing address;

•

Adjudicative status;

•

Visa type;

•

Record Time-stamp;

•

Any associated receipt numbers up to 3 years of previous filings;

•

Immigration practitioner’s address match indicator;

Information that applies to employment-based forms (IIP, currently D&B)

20

•

D-U-N-S® Number (company unique ID received from the IIP);

•

Global Ultimate D-U-N-S® Number;

•

Global Ultimate company name;

•

Global subsidiary (e.g., company hierarchy, parent organizations, subsidiary
organizations, and affiliate organizations);

•

Foreign relationships;

•

Legal Status (e.g., LLC, LLP, Partnership, Sole-Proprietorship, non-profit);

•

Trade styles, which are additional names used by a business for advertising or buying
purposes;

See Appendix A for more information.
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•

Location type (e.g., Branch Office, Subsidiary, Headquarters);

•

Type of business;

•

Total number of employees at a particular location;

•

Total number of employees by the employing organization worldwide;

•

Year established;

•

Import/Export business type;

•

Number of related entities;

•

Number of corroborating sources, which indicates the number of authenticating source
types that provide corroboration of a business’s identity and existence;

•

Tax exempt indicator;

•

Year the current owners took control of the organization;

•

Annual gross sales volume (modeled, actual, or estimated);

•

Payment history of the employing organization to include total payments and timeliness
of payments;

•

Company executive names and titles;

•

Business activity indicator, which is an indicator that measures the likelihood that the
company is no longer in business. This could be based on UCC filings, lack of activity,
etc.;

•

A financial risk indicator, which measures the likelihood that the company will cease
operations as a going concern within the next 12 months;

Information that applies to employment-based forms (generated by VIBE)
•

Match confidence score, which indicates how closely the employing entity matches the
entity found in D&B’s records;

•

VIBE Scoring Result with the Score Run Date, which compares the employing entity
data against an algorithm;

•

VIBE “Pre-defined Company Score” comments;

USCIS Collection of DOL Information
VIBE interconnects with DaaS and temporarily displays read-only information from
iCERT and PERM to USCIS employees through manual queries in VIBE. In addition, all DOL
labor certification data displayed in the VIBE Status Report is stored in the VIBE database. There
are three main DOL ETA forms that are specified in the data-sharing agreement, i.e., ETA Form
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9035, Labor Condition Application for Nonimmigrant Workers,21 ETA Form 9089, Application
for Permanent Employment Certification,22 and ETA Form 9142, Application for Temporary
Employment Certification.23 The DOL data elements based on these three ETA forms are listed in
the VIBE PIA Appendix B to D.
Privacy Risk: There is a risk that inaccurate data is captured within VIBE from DaaS.
Mitigation: This risk is partially mitigated. To ensure the most up-to-date information is
shared with VIBE, DaaS provides daily updates to VIBE. DaaS depends on the accuracy and
quality of information from each source system. DaaS ensures the accuracy of the data by
collecting the information directly from the source systems. For data that may be transferred
through the DaaS, the data queried from the legacy systems is delivered as is except for
reformatting to standardize the representation of the data. Any checks for accuracy of the data are
accomplished at the originating site, and are out of scope of the DaaS. The DaaS cannot and does
not provide any assurance that the data it delivers is accurate.

Uses of the Information
CISOMB Use of USCIS Information
USCIS provides CISOMB read-only access to VIBE to support CISOMB case assistance.
CISOMB formulates recommendations to USCIS—both formally and informally—to resolve
those problems, and report to Congress areas where the agency may need to improve.
DOL Use of USCIS Information
DOL is responsible for enforcement of labor certification violations and violations of U.S.
labor laws. DOL has the ability to sanction employers that fail to comply with those laws and DHS
has the authority to bar employers from seeking to bring additional foreign laborers to the United
States. if they have been found to be violators by DOL. To determine employer violations, DOL
reviews what employers are actually doing once the foreign worker is employed versus what they
promised to do/or claimed they did at the certification/benefit request stage.
USCIS Use of DOL Information
USCIS uses the information received by DOL to determine immigration benefit eligibility,
which is consistent with USCIS’ authorities and mission. Receiving information electronically
from DOL also allows USCIS to verify the validity of approved labor certifications when
adjudicating employment-based benefit request forms. It will also assist USCIS in identifying
fraudulent labor certification for fraud detection purposes.
21

https://www.foreignlaborcert.doleta.gov/pdf/ETA_Form_9035.pdf
https://www.foreignlaborcert.doleta.gov/pdf/9089form.pdf
23
https://www.foreignlaborcert.doleta.gov/pdf/OMBETAForm9142.pdf
22
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Privacy Risk: There is a risk that DOL will use an inaccurate or misinterpreted VIBE
Score or Score Result adversely against a benefit requestor.
Mitigation: USCIS mitigates this risk by limiting access to certain DOL employees with
training on how to correctly interpret and use the VIBE score and score result. USCIS uses
commercial information to provide a basis for a score that assists USCIS in identifying possible
fraud concerns or contradictory information submitted by the petitioning entity. DOL uses VIBE
data, including the VIBE generated data, to review petition history for certain employers applying
for new LCAs and/or labor certification, as well as to verify information supplied by an employer.
USCIS provides DOL users training prior to granting access to VIBE on how to interpret and
understand the VIBE score as it may pertain to the review of LCAs and/or labor certifications. As
part of the training, USCIS instructs DOL on the risk mitigation measures USCIS has implemented
when using VIBE.24 Most importantly, USCIS instructs DOL to not solely rely on the VIBE Score
and Score Result, but to use the information as tool for further investigation if necessary.

Notice
This PIA Update, which describes the information sharing with CISOMB and DOL,
provides notice to public. Additionally, the DHS/USCIS-007 Benefits Information System was
updated to include Routine Use X, which permits the sharing of DOL for enforcement of labor
certification violations and violations of U.S. labor laws.

Data Retention by the project
The VIBE Retention schedule (DAA-0566-2017-0029) is undergoing the NARA clearance
process. USCIS is proposing to destroy records 50 year(s) after an entity, practitioner, or address
from a known fraud list is placed into VIBE, or when no longer needed for business reasons,
whichever is longer, which mirrors to the retention for the associated records found CLAIMS 3
[DAA-0566-2016-0009]. The proposed 50-year retention schedule for VIBE data provides access
to information that can be critical to investigating fraud, criminal activity, egregious public safety,
or national security concerns for applicants or petitioning entities who may still be receiving
immigration benefits.
Both DOL and CISOMB have read-only direct access to VIBE. DOL and CISOMB will
not maintain any VIBE data in their systems. CISOMB can query VIBE Status Reports by entering
a USCIS receipt number. DOL can query VIBE Status Reports by entering an ETA case number,
or an employer’s name and FEIN number. VIBE retrieves DOL labor certification data on a daily
basis via DaaS and stores that data as a repository to match with USCIS employing data when the
24

See DHS-USCIS-PIA-044 Validation Instrument for Business Enterprises (VIBE), available at
www.dhs.gov/privacy.
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employer files employment-based benefit request forms. All VIBE Status Reports and DOL data
are stored in the VIBE database and will be retained and disposed of in accordance with the VIBE
Retention schedule once approved by NARA.

Information Sharing
With respect to external sharing, DOL and USCIS entered into an information sharing
agreement to share labor certification and immigration-related information. USCIS and DOL
exchange information through a system to system interface. Through this agreement each agency
will provide authorized employees read-only access to the relevant systems. DOL uses the USCIS
data to assist in: reviews and adjudications of labor condition and certification applications;
program integrity actions (such as business compliance with wage, working conditions, and
recruitment requirements, audit examinations, supervised recruitment, debarment, and
invalidations); and processing enforcement actions to ensure compliance with required wage
payments, working conditions, recruitment activities, and hiring practices.
Privacy Risk: There is a risk that data shared by USCIS with external partners will be used
beyond the original purpose of collection (immigration benefits).
Mitigation: USCIS is careful to only share data with external agencies pursuant to a
routine use in the Benefits Information System SORN and when the information will be used for
a purpose that is compatible with USCIS’ mission and SORNs. USCIS documents data safeguards
in the MOU and MOA with CISOMB and DOL, respectively. All prospective information handlers
must be trained on the uses of the information and authorized to access the information.

Redress
This update does not impact how access, redress, and correction may be sought. USCIS
continues to provide individuals with access to their information through a Privacy Act or Freedom
of Information Act request. Individuals not covered by the Privacy Act or Judicial Redress Act
(JRA) still may obtain access to records consistent with FOIA unless disclosure is prohibited by
law or if the agency reasonably foresees that disclosure would harm an interest protected by an
exemption. U.S. Citizens and Lawful Permanent Residents may also file a Privacy Act request to
access their information. If an individual would like to file a Privacy Act or FOIA request to view
his or her USCIS record the request can be mailed to the following address:
National Records Center
Freedom of Information Act/Privacy Act Program
P. O. Box 648010
Lee’s Summit, MO 64064-8010
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Persons not covered by the Privacy Act or JRA are not able to amend their records through
FOIA. Should a non-U.S. person find inaccurate information in his or her record received through
FOIA, he or she may visit a local USCIS Field Office to identify and amend inaccurate records
with evidence.

Auditing and Accountability
USCIS ensures that practices stated in this PIA comply with internal USCIS policies,
including the USCIS privacy policies, SOPs, information sharing agreements, orientation and
training, rules of behavior, and auditing and accountability. The MOA between USCIS and DOL
and MOU between USCIS and CISOMB places limitations on re-dissemination. DOL and
CISOMB may share information under their respective information sharing agreements when the
recipient has an official need, in accordance with the MOA/U and applicable privacy and
confidentiality statutes. The MOA/U clarifies the authority for either DOL or CISOMB to share
records and the basic mechanisms established to protect this data. Additionally, USCIS requires
that all VIBE users receive training in the use of VIBE prior to being approved for access to the
system. USCIS SCOPS provides all CISOMB and DOL users training prior to receiving access
to the system.

Responsible Official
Donald K. Hawkins
Privacy Officer
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
Department of Homeland Security

Approval Signature

Original, signed copy on file with the DHS Privacy Office.
Philip S. Kaplan
Chief Privacy Officer
Department of Homeland Security
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APPENDICES

Appendix A
List of Application, Request and Petition Form Types and Visa Classifications that Are or
Will Be Available in VIBE.
These forms are vetted against the VIBE Known Fraud Entities, Known Fraud Immigration
Practitioners, and Known Fraud Addresses Lists.
Form I-90, Application to Replace Permanent Resident Card
Form I-129, Petition for a Nonimmigrant Worker
Only E-1, E-2*, CW1, E-3, H-1B, H-1B1, H-1B2, H-1B3, H-2A, H-2B, H-3, L-1A, L-1B, LZ, Q-1, R1, TN-1, TN-225)
*Not including E-2 Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands-only investors
Form I-131, Application for Travel Document
Form I-140, Immigrant Petition for Alien Worker
Only E12, E13, E21**, E31, E32, EW3, SD1, SR126
**Not including National Interest Waiver petitions
Form I-360, Petition for Special Immigrant
Form I-485, Supplement J, Confirmation of Bona Fide Job Offer or Request for Job Portability
Under INA Section 204(j)
Form I-765, Apply for Employment Authorization
Form I-821, Application for Temporary Protected Status

See the form instructions for more information on the type of classifications under Form I-129, available
at http://www.uscis.gov/sites/default/files/files/form/i-129instr.pdf.
26 See the form instructions for more information on the type of classifications under Form I-140, available
at http://www.uscis.gov/sites/default/files/files/form/i-140instr.pdf.
25
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Appendix B
List of Data Elements that are Available in VIBE from the DOL ETA Forms 9142A and B,
Application for Temporary Employment Certifications.
Data Element
Description
A. Employment-based Nonimmigrant Visa Information
Visa classification
The visa classification supported by the application (i.e., H-1B, H-1B1
(Chile/Singapore) or E-3 (Australia)
B. Temporary Need Information
Job Title
Prospective worker(s)’ job title
SOC (O*NET/OES) code
The Standard Occupational Code (consistent with the Occupational Network
and/or Occupational Employment Statistics survey) assigned to the
occupation in which the worker(s) will be employed
SOC (O*NET/OES) Occupational
The Standard Occupational Code title (Occupational Network and/or
Title
Occupational Employment Statistics survey code) assigned to the occupation
in which the worker(s) will be employed
Full Time Position
A “Yes” or “No” answer regarding whether the position is full time
Period of Intended Employment
Begin and end dates of intended employment in (MM/DD/YYYY) format
Worker Positions Needed
The total number of worker positions supported by the application, and
breakout by categories (e.g., new employment, change in employer).
Nature of Temporary Need
A selection of “Seasonal,” “Peakload,” “One-time Occurrence” or
“Intermittent or Other Temporary Need”
Statement of Temporary Need
If applicable, the employer’s description of temporary need (required only for
H-2B applications)
FOR DOL USE ONLY (this information is contained on each page of the application)
Case Number
The application unique case number as issued by DOL
Case Status
The status of the case (e.g., Certified)
Validity Period
The validity period of the certification, i.e., certified period of employment
C. Employer Information
Legal business name
The legal name is the exact name of the individual, corporation, LLC,
partnership, or other organization that is reported to the Internal Revenue
Service
Trade name/DBA
If applicable, other trade or “doing business as” name by which the employer
is known
Address 1
Street address of the employer’s principal place of business
Address 2
Street address (additional space)
City
The city where the employer’s principal place of business is located
State
The state where the employer’s principal place of business is located
Postal Code
The postal or “zip” code where the employer’s principal place of business is
located
Country
The country in which the employer’s principal place of business is located
Province
If applicable, the province where the employer’s principal place of business is
located
Telephone number
The area code and telephone number for the employer’s principal place of
business
Extension
If applicable, the extension of the telephone number for the employer’s
principal place of business
FEIN **
Nine-digit Federal Employer Identification Number issued by the Internal
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Revenue Service
Four to six-digit North American Industry Classification System (NAICS)
code that best describes the employer’s business
Number of non-family full-time
The total number of employer’s full-time equivalent employees, not including
equivalent employees **
family members
Annual gross receipts **
The U.S. dollar amount of the employer’s annual gross receipts
Year established
The year the employer was established as a business
Type of Employer Application
A selection of “Individual Employer,” “H-2A Labor Contractor or Job
Contractor,” “Association – Sole Employer,” Association – Joint Employer,”
“Association – Filing as Agent”
D. Employer Point of Contact Information
Contact’s last name
Last name of the employer’s point of contact
Contact’s first name
First name of the employer’s point of contact
Contact’s Middle name
Middle name of the employer’s point of contact
Contact’s job title
The job title of the employer’s point of contact
Contact’s Address 1
Business street address for the employer’s point of contact
Contact’s Address 2
Business street address for the employer’s point of contact (more space)
Contact’s City
City of the employer’s point of contact
Contact’s State
State of the employer’s point of contact
Postal Code
Postal (zip) code of the employer’s point of contact
Contact’s Country
Country of the employer’s point of contact
Contact’s Province
If applicable, the province of the employer’s point of contact
Contact’s Telephone number
The area code and business telephone number of the employer’s point of
contact
Contact’s Extension
If applicable, the extension of the telephone number of the employer’s point
of contact
Contact’s E-mail address
The business e-mail address of the employer’s point of contact
E. Attorney or Agent Information
Representation in application process A “Yes” or “No” response indication whether the employer is represented by
an agent or attorney in filing the application
Attorney/Agent last name
Last name of the attorney or agent
Attorney/Agent first name
First name of the attorney or agent
Attorney/Agent middle name
Middle name of the attorney or agent
Attorney/Agent Address 1
Business street address for the attorney/agent
Attorney/Agent Address 2
Business street address for attorney/agent (more space)
Attorney/Agent City
City of the attorney/agent
Attorney/Agent State
State of the attorney/agent
Attorney/Agent Postal Code
Postal (zip) code of the attorney/agent
Attorney/Agent Country
Country of the attorney/agent
Attorney/Agent Province
If applicable, province of the attorney/agent
Attorney/Agent Telephone Number
Area code and telephone number of the attorney/agent
Attorney/Agent Extension
If applicable, extension of the telephone number of the attorney/agent
Attorney/Agent E-mail Address
E-mail address of the attorney/agent
Law firm/Business name
If applicable, attorney/agent’s law firm or business name
Law firm/Business FEIN **
Attorney/agent's law firm or business nine-digit FEIN as assigned by the
IRS
State Bar number (attorney only)
If applicable, attorney’s state Bar number
State of highest court where attorney
If applicable, state of highest court where attorney is in good standing
is in good standing
NAICS code
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Name of the highest court where
attorney is in good standing (attorney
only)
F. Job Offer Information
a. Job Description
Job Title
Number of hours of work per week
(Basic &Overtime)
Hourly Work Schedule (AM & PM)
Supervision of other employees
Number of employees supervised
Job duties
b. Minimum Job Requirements
Education minimum (U.S. Diploma
Requirement)
Other Degree Diploma

If applicable, name of the highest court where attorney is in good standing

Same job title as the one entered under Section B question 1
Basic hours of work required per week and overtime hours per week in
accordance with State and Federal law for the work and area of employment
Daily work schedule for the job opportunity (e.g., 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., 7 a.m. to
11 a.m. and 4 p.m. to 8 p. m.)
A “Yes” or “No” answer addressing whether the position supervises other
employees
Number of employees the position wills supervise
Employer’s detailed description of the job duties to be performed

Selection of “None,” “High School/GED,” “Associate’s,” “Bachelor’s,”
“Master’s,” “Doctorate (Ph.D),” “Other degree (JD, MD, etc.)”
If applicable, specification of which degree is required if “Other” is selected
in the prior question
Majors/Fields of study
Major(s) and/or field(s) of study required by the employer for the job
opportunity
Second U.S. Degree
A “Yes” or “No” selection indicating whether the employer requires a
second U.S. degree
Type of Second U.S. Degree
If applicable, description of the type of second degree required
Training Required
A “Yes” or “No” selection indicating whether the employer requires training
for the position
Training number of months
If applicable, number of months of training required for the position
Fields of training
If applicable, specification of the training fields required for the position
Employment experience
A “Yes” or “No” selection indicating whether prior experience is required
for the position
Experience number of months
If applicable, the number of months of experience required for the position
Experience Occupation
If applicable, occupation in which experience is required
Special Requirements
A list of specific skills/licenses/certifications or other requirements
necessary for the job opportunity
c. Place of employment (this section captures data for a number of physical locations where work will be
performed)
Address 1.
Street address of the place of intended employment
Address 2
Street address of the place of intended employment (additional space)
City
City of the place of intended employment
County
County of the place of intended employment
State/District/Territory
State/district or territory of intended employment
Postal code
Postal “zip” code of the place of intended employment
Multiple worksites
A “Yes” or “No” selection indicating whether work will be performed on
multiple worksites in the area of intended employment in addition to the first
worksite listed on the face of the form
Multiple worksites geographic
If applicable based on the prior answer, a listing of additional geographic
locations
locations where work will be performed
G. Rate of Pay
Basic rate of pay
U.S. dollar rate of pay to be paid to the foreign worker(s); may be expressed
From/To
as a range
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Overtime rate of pay From/To
Per (Wage apportionment)

Piece rate
Additional Wage Information
H. Recruitment Information
State Workforce Agency (SWA)
name
Job order ID number
Start and end dates of job order
Sunday edition of newspaper
Name(s) of
newspaper(s)/publication(s) in the
area of intended employment (H-2B
only)
Dates of print advertisements
(From/To) (H-2B only)
Additional recruitment activities (H2B only)
I. Declaration of Employer
Agreement with terms, assurances,
and obligations

U.S. dollar overtime rate of pay to be paid to the foreign worker(s) in
accordance with Federal and State law; may be expressed as a range
Selection of “hour,” “week,” “bi-weekly,” “month,” or “year” “piece rate”
that describes how wage rate offer captured in the prior field will be
calculated and paid to workers
If applicable based on the answer in prior question, a description of the piece
rate wage requirements (e.g., production standards).
If applicable, additional wage information such as multiple worksites,
itinerary, special procedures)
Name of SWA serving the area of intended employment
The unique identifier of the job order assigned by the SWA
The start and end dates the job order is posted with the SWA
A “Yes” or “No” selection indicating whether there is a Sunday edition of a
newspaper in the area of intended employment
The name of the newspaper(s) where the employer has advertised the job
opportunity

The date ranges on which the print advertisement(s) ran in the
newspaper/publication in the area of intended employment
If applicable, a list/description of employer’s other recruitment activities
including sources, geographic locations, dates

A “Yes” “No” or “N/A” selection indicating whether the employer has read
and agrees with the terms, assurances and obligations included in the
Appendix A (for H-2A) or B (for H-2B) to the ETA Form 9142
J. Preparer (the information in this section is conditional, i.e. the section is completed only if the preparer is a
person other than the employer’s point of contact or agent/attorney)
Preparer last name
Last name of the preparer
Preparer first name
First name of the preparer
Preparer middle name
If applicable, first middle name of the preparer
Job title
Job title of the preparer
Firm/Business name
Firm/business name of the preparer
E-mail address
E-mail address of the preparer
K. U.S. Government Agency Use (ONLY)
Certification validity (From/To)
Date range during which the certified application is valid (i.e. certified
period of employment)
DOL/OFLC Official Signature
Not applicable. Data is not captured electronically
Determination date
The date on which a final determination regarding the application was made
Case number
Unique alpha-numeric identified assigned by DOL to the application
Case status
Status of the case (e.g., Certified)
Additional (Non ETA Form 9142A or B) Disclosure Element(s)
Date filed
The date on which the ETA Form 9142A or B was filed with DOL
Important Note: Fields marked with “**” are those DOL identified as containing PII or other private, sensitive, or
otherwise proprietary information.
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Appendix C
List of Data Elements that are Available in VIBE from DOL ETA Form 9089, Application
for Permanent Employment Certification.
Data Element
L. Refiling Instructions
Priority date from prior certification
(ETA 750)

Description
A “Yes” or “No” selection indicating whether an employer is seeking to
use a priority date associated with an earlier filing under a precedent
permanent program
Date of the previous filing
The SWA or State with where the prior filing was submitted

Previous filing date
State Workforce Agency (SWA) or
State of previous filing
M. Schedule A Sheepherder Information
Schedule A Sheepherder Application
A “Yes” or “No” selection indicating whether the filing is for a Schedule A
sheepherding occupation
N. Employer Information (Headquarters or Main Office)
Employer name
The legal business name is the exact name of the individual, corporation,
LLC, partnership, or other organization as reflected in legal documents
Trade name/DBA
If applicable, other trade or “doing business as” name by which the
employer is known
Address 1
Street address of the employer’s principal place of business
Address 2
Street address (additional space)
City
The city where the employer’s principal place of business is located
State/Province
The state where the employer’s principal place of business is located
Postal Code
The postal or “zip” code where the employer’s principal place of business
is located
Country
The country in which the employer’s principal place of business is located
Phone number
The area code and telephone number for the employer’s principal place of
business
Extension
If applicable, the extension of the telephone number for the employer’s
principal place of business
Number of employees
The total number of employer’s employees
Year commenced business (not
The year the employer commenced business or incorporated
applicable to private households)
FEIN **
Nine-digit Federal Employer Identification Number issued by the Internal
Revenue Service
NAICS code
Four to six-digit North American Industry Classification System (NAICS)
code that best describes the employer’s business
Closely Held/Ownership Interest or
A “Yes” or “No” selection indicating whether the employer is a closely
Familial Relationship
held corporation, partnership or sole proprietorship in which the alien has
an ownership interest or whether there is a familial relationship between the
owners, stockholders, partners, corporate officers, incorporators and the
alien.
O. Employer Contact Information
Contact’s last name
Last name of the employer’s point of contact
Contact’s first name
First name of the employer’s point of contact
Contact’s Middle name
Middle name of the employer’s point of contact
Contact’s job title
The job title of the employer’s point of contact
Contact’s Address 1
Business street address for the employer’s point of contact
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Contact’s Address 2
Contact’s City
Contact’s State/Province
Contact’s Country
Postal Code
Contact’s Telephone number

Business street address for the employer’s point of contact (more space)
City of the employer’s point of contact
State of the employer’s point of contact
Country of the employer’s point of contact
Postal (zip) code of the employer’s point of contact
The area code and business telephone number of the employer’s point of
contact
Contact’s Extension
If applicable, the extension of the telephone number of the employer’s
point of contact
Contact’s E-mail address
The business e-mail address of the employer’s point of contact
FOR DOL USE ONLY (this information is contained on each page of the application)
Validity Period
The validity period of the certification
P. Attorney or Agent Information (If applicable)
Attorney/Agent last name
Last name of the attorney or agent
Attorney/Agent first name
First name of the attorney or agent
Attorney/Agent middle initial
Middle name of the attorney or agent
Law firm/Business name
If applicable, attorney/agent’s law firm or business name
Law firm/Business FEIN **
Attorney/agent’s law firm or business nine-digit FEIN as assigned by the
IRS
Attorney/Agent Telephone Number
Area code and telephone number of the attorney/agent
Attorney/Agent Extension
If applicable, extension of the telephone number of the attorney/agent
Attorney/Agent Address 1
Business street address for the attorney/agent
Attorney/Agent Address 2
Business street address for attorney/agent (more space)
Attorney/Agent City
City of the attorney/agent
Attorney/Agent State/Province
State of the attorney/agent
Attorney/Agent Country
Country of the attorney/agent
Attorney/Agent Postal Code
Postal (zip) code of the attorney/agent
Attorney/Agent E-mail Address
E-mail address of the attorney/agent
Q. Prevailing Wage
Prevailing Wage tracking number
A unique alpha-numerical identifier of the prevailing wage determination
SOC/O*NET(OES) code
The Standard Occupational Code (consistent with the Occupational Network
and/or Occupational Employment Statistics survey) assigned to the
occupation in which the alien will be employed
Occupation Title
The Standard Occupational Code title (Occupational Network and/or
Occupational Employment Statistics survey code) assigned to the occupation
in which the worker(s) will be employed
Skill Level
Indication of the level of the prevailing wage
Prevailing Wage & Per (Wage
U.S. dollar amount of the prevailing wage and the selection of “hour,”
apportionment)
“week,” “bi-weekly,” “month,” or “year” that describes the wage rate offer
captured in the prior field
Prevailing Wage Source
Selection of “OES,” “CBA,” “Employer Conducted Survey,” “DBA,”
“SCA,” or “Other” indicating the source of the prevailing wage
If “Other” source
If “Other” is selected in prior question, the source of the prevailing wage
Determination date
The date the prevailing wage is officially issued (start date of PWD validity)
Expiration date
The date the prevailing wage expires (end date of PWD validity)
R. Wage Offer Information
Offered Wage (From/To) and Per
U.S. dollar wage offer to be paid to the employee; may be expressed as a
(Wage apportionment)
range and selection of “hour,” “week,” “bi-weekly,” “month,” or “year” that
describes the wage rate offer captured in the prior field
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S.

Job Offer Information (additional intended places of employment are captured in an addendum to the
application captures, if applicable)
Primary worksite address 1.
Street address of the primary place of intended employment
Primary worksite address 2
Street address of the primary place of intended employment (additional
space)
Job Title
Common name or payroll title of the job being offered
Education minimum level required
Selection of “None,” “High School” “Associate’s,” “Bachelor’s,”
“Master’s,” “Doctorate,” “Other”
Other Degree Diploma
If applicable, specification of which degree is required if “Other” is selected
in the prior question
Majors/Fields of study
Major(s) and/or field(s) of study required by the employer for the job
opportunity
Training Required
A “Yes” or “No” selection indicating whether the employer requires training
for the position
Training number of months
If applicable, number of months of training required for the position
Field of training
If applicable, specification of the training fields required for the position
Employment experience
A “Yes” or “No” selection indicating whether prior experience is required
for the position
Experience number of months
If applicable, the number of months of experience required for the position
Alternate field of study
A “Yes” or “No” selection indicating whether an alternate field of study is
acceptable to the employer
Alternate major/field of study
If applicable, the alternate major or field of study the employer would accept
Alternate combination of education
A “Yes” or “No” selection indicating whether an alternate combination of
and experience
education and experience is acceptable to the employer
Alternate level of education
If applicable, selection of “None,” “High School” “Associate’s,”
“Bachelor’s,” “Master’s,” “Doctorate,” “Other”
Alternate Other
If applicable and other is selected in the preceding question, specification of
the alternate level of education
Foreign education equivalent
A “Yes” or “No” selection indicating whether the employer would accept a
foreign education equivalent
Alternate experience
A “Yes or No” selection indicating whether the employer would accept
experience in an alternate occupation
Alternate experience number of
The number of months of experience in an alternate occupation that would
months
be acceptable to the employer
Alternate job title
Job title of the alternate occupation in which experience is acceptable to the
employer
Job Duties
Employer’s detailed description of the job duties to be performed by any
worker
Normal job requirements
A “Yes” or “No” selection indicating whether the job requirements are
normal to the occupation
Foreign Language
A “Yes” or “No” selection indicating whether knowledge of a foreign
language is required
Specific skills/requirements
Specific skills and/or requirements for the job opportunity
Combination of Occupations
A “Yes” or “No” selection indicating whether the application involves a
combination of occupations
Job offer to alien
A “Yes” or “No” selection indicating whether the job opportunity in the
application is being offered to the alien identified in the application
Live-in employee
A “Yes” or “No” selection indicating whether the alien would be required to
live on the employer’s premises (e.g., live-in domestic worker).
Domestic service worker
A “Yes” or “No” selection indicating whether the application is for a live-in
household domestic service worker
Employment contract
A “Yes” or “No” selection indicating whether the employer and the alien
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have executed a required employment contract and whether a copy of the
contract was provided to the alien
T. Recruitment Information
a. Occupation Type
Professional occupation (other than
college/university professor)

A “Yes” or “No” selection indicating whether the application is for a
professional occupation other than college/university professor requiring a
bachelor’s degree or higher
College/University Professor
A “Yes” or “No” selection indicating whether the application is for a
college/university professor requiring a bachelor’s degree or higher
College/University Professor
If applicable, a “Yes” or “No” selection indicating whether the employer
competitive recruitment method
used the competitive recruitment method to select the candidate
Basic Recruitment for Professional
A “Yes” or “No” selection indicating whether the employer used the basic
Occupations
recruitment methods to recruit for a professional occupation
b. Special Recruitment for College/University Professors (this information is available only where the application
indicates that the employer used the competitive recruitment process to select a candidate)
Date alien selected
Date the employer selected the alien for the job opportunity using the
competitive recruitment and selection process
Name/Date of professional journal
Name and date of the professional journal in which the employer ran an
advertisement
advertisement for the job opportunity
Additional recruitment information
Employer’s description of any additional recruitment information
c. Professional/Non-Professional recruitment (this information is available for all applications other than those for
college/university professors using the competitive recruitment method)
Start and end dates of the SWA job
The start and end dates the job order is posted with the SWA
order
Sunday edition of newspaper
A “Yes” or “No” selection indicating whether there is a Sunday edition of a
newspaper in the area of intended employment
Name of newspaper
The name of the newspaper of general circulation where the employer
placed the first advertisement of the job opportunity
Dates of first advertisement
Date of first advertisement
Name of newspaper/professional
The name of the newspaper of general circulation or professional journal
journal
where the employer placed the second advertisement of the job opportunity
and selection of “Newspaper” or “Journal”
Date of second advertisement
Date of second advertisement
d. Additional Professional Recruitment
Job fair dates
Dates of advertisement of job fair
On-campus recruiting dates
Dates of advertisement of on campus recruiting
Employer website dates
Dates of advertisement on employer website
Trade or professional journal dates
Job search website dates
Private employment firm dates
Employee referral program dates
Campus placement office dates
Local/ethnic newspaper dates
Radio/TV ads dates
e. General Information
Payment for application submission
Payment details
Notice of filing

Dates of advertisement in trade or professional journal
Dates of advertisement on job search website
Dates of advertisement with private employment firm
Dates of advertisement in employee referral program
Dates of advertisement with campus placement office
Dates of advertisement in local/ethnic newspaper
Dates of advertisement on radio/TV
A “Yes” or “No” selection indicating whether the employer received
payment of any kind for submitting the application
If applicable based on prior response, details of payment arrangement
Two “Yes” or “No” selections indicating whether notice of the filing was
posted or sent to bargaining representative of employer’s employees
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Layoffs

Notification and consideration of laid
off workers
U. Alien Information
Alien last name **
Alien first name **
Alien middle name **
Alien current address 1 **
Alien current address 2 **
Alien city
Alien State/Province
Alien Country
Alien Postal Code
Alien phone number **
Alien country of citizenship
Alien country of birth
Alien date of birth **
Alien class of admission
Alien registration number (A#) **
Alien admission number (I-94) **
Alien education

Other Education
Major/field of study
Year relevant education completed
Educational Institution
Educational Institution Address 1
Educational Institution Address 2
Educational Institution City
Educational Institution
State/Province
Educational Institution Country
Educational Institution Postal Code
Alien training
Alien experience
Alien alternate education/experience

Alien alternate occupation

Alien experience with employer

A “Yes” or “No” selection indicating whether the employer has laid off
employees in the occupation for which certification is sought or related
occupation
A “Yes” or “No” selection indicating whether the employer notified and
considered laid off former employees for the job opportunity
Last name of the alien
First name of the alien
If applicable, full middle name of the alien
Street address for the alien’s residence
Street address for the alien’s residence (more space)
City of the alien’s residence
State of the alien’s residence
Country of the alien’s residence
Postal (zip) code of the alien’s residence
Phone number of alien’s current residence
Alien country of citizenship
Alien country of birth
Alien date of birth
Alien class of admission
Alien registration number (A#)
Alien admission number (I-94)
A selection of the highest level of education achieved by the alien as
relevant to the required occupation “None” “High School” “Associate’s”
“Bachelor’s” “Master’s” “Doctorate” “Other”
If applicable, description of education if “Other” was selected in prior
question
Alien’s major or field of study
Year alien completed relevant education required for the occupation
Name of the institution where the relevant education achieved by the alien
Street address of educational institution
Street address of educational institution (more space)
City of educational institution
State/Province of educational institution
Country of educational institution
Postal (zip) code of educational institution
A “Yes” “No” or “N/A” selection indicating whether the alien completed the
training required for the job opportunity
A “Yes” “No” or “N/A”selection indicating whether the alien possesses the
experience required for the job opportunity
If applicable, a “Yes” “No” or “N/A” selection indicating whether the alien
possesses the alternate combination of education/experience required for the
job opportunity
If applicable, a “Yes” “No” or “N/A” selection indicating whether the alien
possesses experience in the alternate occupation required for the job
opportunity
A “Yes” “No” or “N/A” selection indicating whether the alien gained any
experience required for the job opportunity with the employer filing the
application
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Payment for alien’s training or
education
Alien current employee

A “Yes” “No” or “N/A” selection indicating whether the employer paid for
alien’s education or training required for the job opportunity
A “Yes” “No” or “N/A” selection indicating whether the alien is currently
employed by the employer applicant
V. Alien Work Experience (The information in this section repeats for each of the alien’s prior jobs held in the
three years preceding the filing of the application)
Alien prior employer name
Name of alien’s prior employer
Alien prior employer address 1
Address of alien’s prior employer
Alien prior employer address 2
Address of alien’s prior employer (more space)
Alien prior employer city
City of alien’s prior employer
Alien prior employer state/province
State/Province of alien’s prior employer
Alien prior employer country
Country of alien’s prior employer
Alien prior employer postal code
Postal code of alien’s prior employer
Alien prior employer business type
Business type of alien’s prior employer
Alien prior job title
Alien’s prior job title
Alien prior job start and end dates
Start and end dates of alien’s prior employment
Alien prior work hours
Alien’s prior employment work hours
Alien prior employment details **
Details of alien’s prior employment (i.e., job duties, equipment, skills,
qualifications, certifications, licenses).
W. Alien Declaration (information is an attestation under penalty of perjury that the information in the application
is true and correct)
Alien’s Last Name **
Alien’s Last Name. May not be applicable if element is not captured
electronically.
Alien’s First Name **
Alien’s First Name. May not be applicable if element is not captured
electronically.
Alien’s full middle name **
Alien’s full middle name. May not be applicable if element is not captured
electronically.
Signature and date signed **
Not applicable. Element is not captured electronically.
Date signed
X. Declaration of Preparer (Conditional, only applies to applications not completed by employer. Information is an
attestation under penalty of perjury that the information in the application is true and correct)
Preparer Last name
Preparer Last name. May not be applicable if element is not captured
electronically.
Preparer First Name
Preparer First Name. May not be applicable if element is not captured
electronically.
Preparer middle initial
Preparer middle initial. May not be applicable if element is not captured
electronically.
Preparer E-mail
Preparer E-mail. May not be applicable if element is not captured
electronically.
Preparer signature and date signed
Not applicable. Element is not captured electronically.
Y. Employer declaration (information indicates agreement with required conditions of employment and includes an
attestation under penalty of perjury that the information in the application is true and correct)
Employer Last name
Employer Last name. May not be applicable if element is not captured
electronically.
Employer First Name
Employer First Name. May not be applicable if element is not captured
electronically.
Employer middle initial
Employer middle initial. May not be applicable if element is not captured
electronically.
Employer Title
Employer Title. May not be applicable if element is not captured
electronically.
Employer signature and date signed
Not applicable. Element is not captured electronically.
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Certification validity (From – To)
Validity of the certification
Certifying Officer Signature
Not applicable. Element is not captured electronically.
Date Signed
Date Signed. May not be applicable if element is not captured electronically.
Case Number
Case Number
Filing Date
Date on which the ETA Form 9089 was filed with DOL
Additional (non ETA Form 9089) Disclosure Element
Audited (Date)
Date on which the ETA Form 9089 was audited by DOL
Important Note: Fields marked with “**” are those DOL identified as containing PII or other private, sensitive, or
otherwise proprietary information.

